hostel ‘shappy’ +385 91 348 82 04
emergency call 112
general informations +385 1 18981
taxi ‘radio zagreb’ +385 1 1777
taxi ‘cammeo’ 060 71 00
taxi ‘eko’ 060 77 77
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Wherever
you wanna
‘scoot’
we have
the route

romantic (night) route
Follow the Romantic Route and
take your loved one to a night
stroll down the streets of Zagreb.
Discover hidden romantic places
in the Old Town or beautiful
green parks with the murmur of
fountains. Visit the Cathedral,
spend the evening in one of many
interestingly decorated theme
coffee bars, and do not miss the
Museum of broken Relationships.
cool (night) route
Follow the route and the cheerful funky rhythm
that will take you to dance floor, to places where
you can drink Croatian or foreign beer, or
many - flavoured Croatian rakija.
green route
Follow the Green route and take a break in beautiful parks with the murmur of water from nearby
fountains. Follow green pointers as each stop on
this route will fill you with energy.
happy route
All you shappy people put a smile on your face, a
map in your hands and be happy!
stripy route
Stripy route will take you to the places where you
can enjoy in delicious coffee and discover restaurants with traditional Croatian meals.
shappy route
This route covers the most significant historical
and cultural landmarks and tells rich legends about
the creation and development of Zagreb.
swag (night) route
Follow the Swag Route and satisfy for appetites for
fun and good food!
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The Cathedral
Take a walk up from Ban Jelačić Square and
admire the Cathedral, romantically lit in the
night. This sacral beauty was first built in the 13th
century, but suffered a blow in the 1880 earthquake,
as the rest of Zagreb did. Grandiose interior hides
a number of legends, and there is also a secret
underground passage. Blessed Alojzije Stepinac
was buried in the Cathedral.
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Leonardo
Try local and foreign specialties at reasonable
prices in this restaurant placed close to the famous
green market, in a pleasant old-town atmosphere.
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Manduševac Fountain
Romantic Manduševac Fountain is placed on Ban
Jelačić Square. According to the legend a beautiful
girl called Manda was sitting by the water when
a knight came and asked her for some water. The
names of Manduševac and Zagreb have its origins
in this legend.

Kamenita vrata (Stone Gate)
When you come to the top of Radićeva Street you
can admire the only medieval city gates. There is a
Mother of God Chapel, which survived a devastating fire in 1731. This is the place where you can say
a prayer and light a candle for love.
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At night this is the ideal place for couples, with
a wonderful view of the city and the Cathedral.
Use the opportunity to take beautiful panoramic
pictures and create new memories or used relax on
the benches.
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Lav
When you pass through the Stone Gate, you can
rest on the romantic terrace of Lav Gallery and
choose from a rich selection of teas. Lav Gallery is
placed in an authentic ambiance of a city palace,
which gives you a true feeling of the old town
culture.
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Funicular
Stop next to Lotršćak Tower and take the opportunity to capture the beautiful view of the city lying
beneath you. After that take the funicular down to
the longest street in Zagreb – this will take about a
minute, and will cost you only 5 kuna. The funicular has been in function since 1890.
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Didov san
This tavern creates a unique intimate and romantic
atmosphere, ideal for couples to spend warm days
on idyllic terrace.

Museum of broken relationships
This Museum originates from an exhibition that
went around the world and collected a great
number of objects which are symbols of failed
relationships. By giving a symbol of their failed
relationship, people have a chance both to express
their creativity and have a sense of closure. Make
sure you protect your relationship from becoming
an exhibit in the museum.
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Palainovka
Old park with a beautiful view. Sit on benches and
enjoy the silence and intimacy of the Old City.
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Zrinjevac
Take your partner for a romantic walk through the
park which is a part of the Lenucci’s Horseshoe.
Enjoy in fountains, the pavilion and benches
shaded by trees. This park is ideal for talking walks
in the sunset, laying on the grass on warm days, or
enjoying in hot wine and sweets under colourful
winter lights.

Berka
Take your partner to a poetic place where you can
enjoy in relaxed atmosphere and good coffee.

